
Files 
Params.txt  - Configurations for buffer sizes, replacement modes, etc. 

Trace.out  - Lists instructions for the simulation to perform. 

Pager.h   - Extern data held-over from previous build. 

Pager.cpp  - Contains the main loop. 

Defines.h  - Defined constants including maximum sizes and bit-distributions for  

    parsing instructions. 

Interface.cpp  - Abstracted functions called by the main loop that handle I/O such as  

  progress bars, reading parameter files, reading command-line   

  arguments. 

Modules.cpp  - Utility functions for moving simulation data. 

Prototypes.h  - Definitions for all functions used by the program. 

Structs.h  - Structures to encapsulate process data. Includes the TLB, Frames, Pages, 

    Processes, and performance data. 

Student_func.h  - Access to replacement algorithm selection and implementation-specific  

    variables. 

Student_func.cpp - Replacement algorithm implementations. 

Description of Differences 

This program corrects the numerous issues of its predecessor with greater clarity by applying object-

oriented principles. Data tracking implements compile-time and run-time polymorphism to allow 

processes to accept generic page tables which are extracted by casting according to the pageTableType 

variable in params.txt. The following are important structures to note. 

Process 

Processes are maintained as a list of interface “IProcess”; this is an abstract structure that should not be 

implemented directly because it lacks a table-type. Instead, type “Process” implements “IProcess” with a 

template type page table. Processes own frames, have IDs, and maintain page faults according to the 

WSW. 

IFrame 

Physical memory owned by a process. These begin as a pool of unused frames (global vector 

EmptyFrames) and get absorbed by spawned processes. Processes may return or request more frames 



in accordance with the WSW. The frame itself only contains a pointer to the in-memory page. Other 

information is communicated by locality (i.e. encapsulated by “Process 1”). 

IPage 

This structure was planned as a base for more complex pages. It may be extended, but already contains 

the critical fields to function in simulation. Rather than indexing into registers as hardware would, pages 

maintain a frame pointer. This creates a circular reference between a page and frame. A null pointer 

indicates the page is not in memory. Additional information includes a virtual address, tracking data 

(number of accesses, access times timestamp), and a dirty bit. 

PageTable_Single 

Used in both single-level and two-level (discussed next) page tables. The structure contains a hash table 

of pages along with memory access data similar to “IPage” (for use when acting in a two-level table). 

PageTable_MultiLevel 

Contains a map of type “PageTable_Single” to illustrate the instruction-parsing and concatenation of an 

address translation. 

PageTable_Inverted 

Distinct from the alternative tables, an inverted page table tracks its pages and mappings separately. 

The type “InvertedPage” was built for the latter purpose with indices corresponding to frames and an 

encapsulated virtual address field. In keeping with object-oriented principles, the “PageTable_Inverted” 

does not represent the whole inverted table. For simulation purposes, it represents those un-hashed 

entries that belong to the process owner. Unowned entries are contained in the global array 

“EmptyInvertedTableSegments”.To indicate a hashed inverted page table, the program asks that you 

assume a normal distribution of access times and set the “InvertedPercentage” variable in “params.txt” 

accordingly. 

TLBEntry 

Data unchanged except for the addition of a frame pointer. A null frame pointer indicates an empty TLB 

entry whereas a valid pointer is in-use by a process and gives indirect access to the page. 

Data 

Modified to store a parsed instruction into the fields “HighVirtualPageNumber”, 

“LowVirtualPageNumber”, and “VirtualPageNumber”. The third item is the combination of the first two. 

The High and Low containers are only used by two-level page tables. The frame offset is always 

disregarded as it does not affect the simulation. 

Considerations for Params.txt 

Descriptions are provided beside each entry to describe their function and range. The program range-

checks each value and assigns a default value to invalid entries. However, it will not protect you from 

defining impractical relationships between variables. For example, defining a working set near or larger 

than the available frames variable may produce unstable results (depending on trace.out). One such 



instance might be 5 processes with an initial working set of 1000 against a total of 1001 frames. In this 

instance, certain processes will receive no frames which violates preconditions of some functions. Please 

practice with sensible values.   

Example Output 

 

Physical Requirements 
Allocating 2 CPU cores and 1GB of memory is suggested when running this program on a VM. To 

simulate main memory and paging translations, a large number of objects are created and destroyed. 

This results in real page thrashing at low memory dedications. 

Build Instructions 

make 

gcc -std=c++11 student_func.cpp -L. -lpager -o page 

(chmod +x ./pager and chmod +x ./run if not already executables) 

./run 

(optional arguments same as before) 


